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Abstract 
We properly define off-shell K ~ ~ transition amplitudes and use them to extract information 
for on-shell K ~ ~'~" amplitudes within Chiral Perturbation Theory. At order p2 in the chiral 
expansion all three parameters of weak interaction can be determined. At order p4 we are able to 
fix eleven additional constants out of thirteen contributing to off-shell K ~ ~ transitions, which 
leaves four undetermined constants in the on-shell K ---, 7rTr amplitudes. All O(p 4) contributions 
have been exactly derived with m~ 4: 0. We finally discuss the weak mass term issue and 
find contributions to on-shell AS = +1 kaon decays, in particular to transitions like KL ~ yy, 
KL ~ /x+/z - and Ks  ---* ~.oyy at the lowest non-zero rder. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
PACS: l l.30.Rd; 13.25.Es; 12.38.Gc; 12.39.Fe 
Keywords: Non-leptonic kaon decays; Chiral perturbation theory 
I. Introduction 
The explanation of the AI = 1/2 rule in K ~ ~Tr decays remains one of the challenges 
in kaon physics and in our understanding of strong interactions. Various non-leptonic 
kaon decays are also used to put limits on CP-violation and several other quantities of 
the Standard Model and extensions of it [ 1 ]. The short distance part of the relevant 
operators can be treated using renormalization group within perturbative QCD, while 
the computation of matrix elements of the relevant operators between meson states is a 
pure non-perturbative problem. 
0550-3213/98/$19.00 ~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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In the long term lattice QCD should be able to perform a direct computation of weak 
matrix elements. It is however much easier on the lattice, i and often also in analytical 
attempts to reproduce the weak matrix elements, to calculate correlators involving fewer 
external legs. As a first step, current algebra can be used to relate K ~ 27r to K ~ 
amplitudes where it involves off-shell K ~ ~- transitions. Chiral Perturbation Theory 
(CHPT) [3] is however the more modern tool to exploit the consequences of current 
algebra. At lowest order in the chiral expansion this problem was first worked out in 
Ref. [4] and subsequently the non-analytic parts of the loop contributions to K ~ 7rTr 
and K --+ 7r were calculated in Ref. [5]. It was also discussed in Ref. [6] and in 
the context of Wilson Fermions on the lattice in Ref. [7]. In this paper we extend the 
previous tudy in two ways: 
(i) We systematically go to next-to-leading order (i.e. order p4)  in CHPT; and 
(ii) instead of the vague notion of off-shell kaon and pion fields, we use pseudo-scalar 
current correlators which are well defined quantities. 2 
The use of this type of correlators to extract information on non-leptonic kaon matrix 
elements is quite common in lattice studies (see for instance Ref. [7] ), though in those 
cases an on-shell extrapolation is usually performed. In addition, this extrapolation is
done at lowest order p2 in the chiral expansion, i.e. using pure current algebra relations. 
However, due to the large kaon mass, one expects non-negligible higher order CHPT 
corrections to kaon weak matrix elements and in general to the pseudo-scalar current 
correlators involved. The use of the off-shell behaviour of this type of correlators to 
obtain additional information on the relevant matrix element has been advocated in 
Ref. [8], where it was used to unravel the quark mass dependence of BK, and in 
Ref. [9] to disentangle the structure of the electromagnetic mass differences. 
That chiral corrections are important in non-leptonic kaon decays is already known 
since a long time [5,10] and has been fully worked out in CHPT by [11-13]. Here we 
present results for the octet and the 27-plet contributions to K ---+ 7r¢r transitions both at 
m~/m x suppressed contributions. (We have order p2 and order  p4 and without neglecting 2 2
a small disagreement here with respect to previous literature for the 27-plet [ 13] .) While 
m~,/m K terms is a reasonable approximation it will not for the physical case neglecting 2 2 
be the case for foreseeable lattice calculations. We keep ~ -= mu = md 4~ 0 throughout 
the derivation. Another issue to be clarified is the weak mass term contribution. It is 
well known that the weak mass term, which gives rise to the tadpole contributions 
in the original formulation of the weak effective Lagrangian [11 ], does not enter the 
K ~ ~'7r on-shell matrix elements at order p2 [ 14,15]. It does however contribute in 
a well defined way to off-shell quantities at order p2 and higher. For this reason we 
shall discuss the precise role of the weak mass term up to order p4 in kaon transition 
amplitudes in Section 6. 
I Computing the K ---, ~-  amplitudes directly is quite difficult because of the Maiani-Testa rgument 12]. 
2 We have verified that in the cases discussed here the use of other two-point correlators does not yield 
additional information. 
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It turns out that, while at order p2 all the weak parameters can be determined from 
our two-point correlators, 3 this is no longer true at order p4. There are in total nineteen 
parameters entering the weak effective Lagrangian up to that order as discussed in 
Section 2.1. Of these, we can obtain fourteen using our procedure. Five of them can be 
obtained in more than one place, thus providing as many CHPT relations. 
Several relations are also implied between different wo-point correlators o that the 
same quantities can also be used to check how well calculations within CHPT obey the 
chiral symmetry predictions to order p4.  In particular, we can obtain several coefficients 
of terms which involve quark masses at higher order. In the purely strong sector these are 
the most difficult ones to predict from models and/or dispersive constraints. Determining 
some of them through our procedure will provide a good check on models used in this 
context (see e.g. Ref. [16]). 
We study in CHPT the pseudo-scalar current correlators 
Ili i(q 2) =_ i f  d4x eiq'x(OlT (Pit (o)PJ(x) e irish') IO} (1.1) 
in the presence of strong interactions. Above, a = +1, +2 stands for [zlS I = 1,2 transi- 
tions and i, j are light quarks combinations corresponding to the octet of light pseudo- 
scalar mesons: 
1 (-ffiysu - dirsd) P~+ (x) =- -diysu, P K° (x) =- -~iysd, p~r°(x ) :__ ~ 
1 (-ffiysu + diysd - 2-~iyss) . (1.2) P K~ (x) =-~iysu, P'78(x) = 
The effective action of weak interactions Fas=a describes trangeness changing processes 
in one and two units. Within the Standard Model it can be written as follows 
-Cas=a GF f d4y OJs=a(y) , (1.3) F as=~ 
where O~s=a is a sum over the effective operators arising after integrating out the heavy 
bosons, i.e. W, Z, and the Higgs boson, and heavy fermions, i.e. top, bottom, and charm 
quarks (see e.g. Refs. [ 1,17,18] for the actual derivation). The constant C,~s=a collects 
Clebsch-Gordan factors and GF is the Fermi constant. 
In (1.1), the first term in the expansion of exp[iF,~s=a] describes trangeness zero 
changing transitions, the second term describes trangeness one and two changing pro- 
cesses, while the third term includes (AS = ±1)2 transitions. The IASI = 2 case relevant 
to the BK factor which parameterizes the K°-K  ° mixing was already studied in Ref. [8] ; 
in Section 3, we will just repeat he relevant expressions for completeness. The plan of 
the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we construct the weak effective Lagrangian up to 
order p4 and relevant o our analysis. The l/Nc counting of the weak constants is also 
done in Section 2.2. In Section 3 the fully renormalized two-point current correlators 
up to order p4 are derived for IASI = 0, 1,2 cases. The non-analytic ontributions to 
3 These are called three-point correlators in lattice QCD because of the extra weak vertex. 
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one loop are collected in Appendix A. In Section 4 the K ~ ~r~" on-shell amplitudes 
are derived in CHPT up to order p4. In Appendix B are the non-analytic ontributions 
to one loop. Section 5 is devoted to the connection between off-shell K ~ 7r transition 
amplitudes and on-shell K ~ 27r amplitudes. Resonance saturation also for the 27-plet 
sector is used here and derived in Appendix C. Finally, in Section 6 we clarify the role 
of the weak mass term in kaon decays up to order p4 and in Section 7 we state our 
conclusions. 
2. CHPT lagrangian and 1/No-discussion 
At lowest order in CHPT (i.e. O(p 2) ) the strangeness changing interactions up to two 
units amongst he pseudo-Goldstone bosons and external scalar, pseudo-scalar, vector 
and axial-vector sources (neglecting virtual photon interactions) are described by the 
following effective Lagrangian: 
(2) _£(2) r(2) £(2) (2.1) 
eft -- AS=O q- ~AS=I '~ AS=2 • 
The first term is the strong interaction Lagrangian 
F z r(2) _ o [tr(u~uu) +t r (x+) ]  (2.2) ~dS--O- T 
where tr(A) is the flavour trace of A, 
u/~ - iu t (D/~U) u t = u~ (2.3) 
and U -= u 2 = exp(ix/2~I'/F0) is the exponential representation incorporating the SU(3) 
matrix of the octet of light pseudo-scalar mesons 
, / , (x )  = 
Tr r/8 7r + K+ 
A. ~b 7 r° ~/s K 0 
= 
K-  ~-0 27/8 
(2.4) 
D~U denotes the covariant derivative on the U field 
D~U -- O~U - i(v~, + a~)U + iU(vt~ - a~) , (2.5) 
where v~, (x) and ag (x) are external SU (3) vector and axial-vector matrices (no singlet 
component will be included in the present analysis). The matrix X+ in Eq. (2.2) and 
its pseudoscalar counterpart X-  are defined as follows 
X+ -- u tx  ut + ux  tu , (2.6) 
where X -= 2Bo(AA + s (x )  + ip (x ) ) ,  s (x )  and p(x)  are external scalar and pseudo- 
scalar SU(3) sources and .h// -- diag(mu, ma, ms) is the light quarks mass matrix. The 
constant Bo is related to the vacuum expectation value of the scalar quark density 
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(01qql0) Iq=u,a,s =- -F2oBo (1 + O( M) ) . (2.7) 
With this normalization, F0 is the chiral limit value of the pion decay constant F= _~ 
92.4 MeV. In the absence of the U(1)A anomaly (i.e. in the large Arc limit) [19], the 
U(3) singlet field r/1 becomes the ninth Goldstone boson which is incorporated in the 
q~(x) field as 
a.4,  n~ 1 (2.8) ~(x) = ~ + v  
In this work we limit ourselves to the octet symmetry case, meaning that we assume 
the singlet degree of freedom r/i very heavy and integrated out. This is enough for our 
purpose of showing how to relate off-shell K ~ 7r and K ~ r/8 transitions to on-shell 
K ~ 7r¢r amplitudes. In octet symmetry, i.e. det(u) = 1 and tr(u~,) = 0, the AS = +1 
contribution to the 1.h.s. of (1.3) is given by 
£(2) C F 4 IG8tr + G~tr (A32x+) AS= 1 
+G27 tij'kl tr ( Aiju~) tr ( Aktu ~ ) 1 + h.c., (2.9) 
where i, j, k, l = 1,2, 3 correspond to the light flavour indices u, d, s and the tensor t ij'kl 
has 
t21,13 = t13,21 1 t22,23 t23,22 I 
3 '  6 '  
t23,33 = t33,23 = __1 t23.11 = t 11,23 = _1 (2.10) 
6 '  3 '  
and zero otherwise. The matrix Aij is defined as 
Aij = uAiju*, (hiJ)ab =- 8ia 6j6, (2.11) 
with 6ia the Kronecker delta acting on the SU(3) light flavour space. The constant C = 
C,as=t in (1.3) includes normalization factors and the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa 
matrix elements 
3 GFvuav~. (2.12) 
C - 5 x/2 
The couplings G8 and G~ modulate octet operators under SU(3)L × SU(3)R, while 
G27 modulates a 27-plet operator. For on-shell K ~ ~-~ transitions at order p2 one can 
set G~ = 0 [4,14,15]. At order p4 this question was studied in Refs. [ 11,20]; the result 
is that one can always use a basis for the order p4 counterterms where the effects of 
the weak mass term (G~) on the on-shell K ~ 7rTr amplitudes are fully reabsorbed at 
this order. Clearly, the use of the shifted basis implies a redefinition of the order p4 
couplings in order to absorb the weak mass term contributions. This was not done in 
Ref. [ 16]. Since G~ does always appear in off-shell K -+ 7r transitions, we keep the 
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unshifted basis in our analysis, where K ~ ~ amplitudes explicitly contain order p4 
contributions proportional to G~. 
The laSI = 2 term in Eq. (1.3) can be written as follows 
with 
C(2) = Czls=2 F 4 627 tr (A32u/z) tr (A32 u/'¢) --I- h.c., AS=7. (2.13) 
GF 2 2 VCKM) (2.14) CalS=2 ---" -- .~(m~, m C , M w, 
4 
and 2 2 ,~(mt ,  mc, M2w, VCKM) being a known function of the heavy fermions and bosons 
masses, and the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements [ 1 ]. 
The weak couplings G8, G~ and G27 in Eqs. (2.9) and (2.13) are dimensionless and 
they are related to those used in Ref. [ 11 ] as follows 
CF4G8=c2,  CF4G27=3c3, CFaG~8=cs. (2.15) 
2.1. The order p4 
At next-to-leading order in the chiral expansion (i.e. at order p4) the complete list of 
counterterms in the strong interaction sector and in the octet symmetry case has been 
given by Gasser and Leutwyler in Ref. [21]. In the SU(3) flavour case and for on-shell 
Green's functions there appear ten counterterms denoted with Li, i = 1 . . . . .  10, while 
in the off-shell case there are two extra contact erms H1 and He involving external 
sources only. 
The complete basis of counterterms in the weak interaction sector at order p4 and 
describing transitions with strangeness changing in one and two units was first derived 
by Kambor, Missimer and Wyler in Ref. [11] and in Ref. [22]. This basis was con- 
firmed and reduced to various minimal sets by Esposito-Far~se for the octet and 27-plet 
operators [23], and by Ecker, Kambor and Wyler for the octet operators [24]. 
For the analysis of the AS = 4-1 transitions we use a minimal set of operators which 
differs from the one in Ref. [23] in one octet operator, but has the advantage of 
producing shorter expressions. Our octet subset coincides with that of Ecker et al. in 
Ref. [24] up to two operators. We also give below the translation from the counterterms 
we are using to those in Ref. [24]. 
In the octet symmetry case, a minimal set of counterterms contributing to the K ---, 
and K ~ 7r~ transitions at order p4 in CHPT is given by: 
•(4)AS=I =C FgG 8 [61018 -~- E2(.Q28 71- 63038 -~- 84 °8 -~ 85 °8 
+ e,oO, o + e , ,G  + e,20 2 + E,30 3 + E,50 ,] 
+c Fg C27 [z ,O 7 + D20  + o4O4 + 0,O 
+ D6027 + D70727] + h.c. (2.16) 
The octet operators above are 
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O~ = tr (A32x+X+) ,
0 8 = tr (A32x+) tr (X+) , 
0 8 = tr (/t32X_ 2"-) , 
08=tr (A32x- ) t r (x  - )  , 
0 8 = tr (/132 [X+, X - I )  , 
(-9~0 = tr (/132 {X+,U#Uu}) , 
0~1 = tr ( /132uux+uU ) , 
O~2 = tr (/13zuu) tr ({uG 2"+ }) , 
(.9~3 = tr (/132)(+) tr (u#u,,) ,
O85 =tr  (A32 [X-,Ui*U,,]) .  
The 27-plet operators are 
O~ 7 = t i'i'kt tr (AOX+ ) tr ( Aktx+ ) , 
O~ 7 = t i.i'kl tr ( A i j x_ )  tr (AI, IX - )  , 
(.927 = t i.''kt r (aijuu) tr ( &t {u u , X + } ) , 
(927=ti ik l t r (Aou, , ) t r (AI ,  t [u**, X - I )  , 
0 27 = t ij'kl tr (Aij X+) tr (/tkluu u u ) , 
0 27 = t ii'kt tr (dOul,) tr (Aklu t') tr (X+) , 




The translation from the octet counterterms in (2.17) to the ones used by Ecker et 
al. [24] is as follows 
Ns = EIo - EII , N6 = E11+ 2Ej2 , 
1 
N7 = ~El l  + El3,  N8 = Ell , 
N9 = E l5 ,  NIO = E1 - E5 ,  
Nil =Ee ,  N12 = -E3  +Es ,  
Nl3 = -E4 ,  N36 = E5 • (2.19) 
In octet symmetry and at the same order in CHPT, a minimal set of counterterms 
contributing to the AS = 2 component of the K ° - K 0 mixing is: 
r'~ 1,3AS=2 r'~ ~,,~,:1S=2 r'~ /~ AS=2 C(4) = C Fg G27 DI(-Q~ S=2 q- u2t-.-' 2~AS=2 q- L'4v-" 4 q- *--'5~'5 
r'~ ,-~ AS=2 alS=2] 
-I- u6~,..-' 6 "-}- D7(..97 q- h.c. (2.20) 
Notice that this basis is not exactly the one used in Ref. [8]; the one in (2.20) is a 
minimal set. The AS = 2 operators are given by 
312 
O14S=2 = tr 
o/tS=2 
2 =t r  
.9aS=2 4 = tr 
oaS=2 5 = tr 
oas=2 
6 = tr 
.9 aS=2 7 = tr 
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(A32x+) tr (A32X+) , 
( ) (A32x_), 
(A32ut.) tr (A32 {d*, X+}) , 
(A32u l , ) t r (A32[U lZ ,X - ] )  , 
(A32X+)  tr (a32u.u ~*) , 
(A32u/z) tr ('432 u/z) tr (X+) • (2.21) 
Since the 27-plet operators with AS = 1 in (2.16) and the AS = 2 ones above are 
components of the same irreducible tensor under SU(3)L × SU(3)g, the Di couplings 
in both Lagrangians have to be the same. 
The divergences a sociated with the minimal set of counterterms in (2.16) and (2.20) 
can be extracted from Kambor et al. [ 11 ] with the use of the strong equation of motion, 
partial integration and the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. We explicitly verified the results in 
Ref. [ I 1 ] and differ in the 27-plet sector by an overall sign. 4 The subtraction procedure 
is defined in the usual manner by 
r /"d-4 ( ~  4 1 / [  Ei ---- E i + ~ + ~ [YE -- 1 --ln(47r)] ei + GSe(] (2.22) 
G8 'J ' 
and 
r /')d-4 ( ~  4 1 / Di -- Di + ~ + ~ [re - 1 -ln(47r)] Yi. 
In the strong sector we need the counterterms 
r /"d-4 ( ~_ .~ 4 1 } Li -- L i + ~ + ~ [Ye - 1 -ln(47r)] Fi , 
with i = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and the one associated with the contact erm 
Hj=_H~ + I.i_~2 b'd-4 { ~'4--4-'~-21 l [ye_ l_ln(47r)]l  ~ j
with j = 2. The coefficients of the divergent parts are fixed to be 
i 3 11 5 
/ '4 = ~,  / '5 ---- ~,  /'6 = 144' /'7 = 0, F8 = ~-~, and 
and those of Table l. 





t~ 2 = ~--~, (2.26) 
4 EP has independently redone the Generating Functional calculation of the infinities and agrees with [ 11,24 I
and [23] modulo the 27-plet overall sign. 
It is also useful to know the 1~No counting of the different weak couplings in the 
Lagrangians (2.16) and (2.20). We remind that in this counting Fo 2 is order Nc, while 
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Table 1 
The divergences and the leading in 1/Nc behaviour of the weak O(p 4) octet counterterms Ei and 27-plet 
counterterms Di. Notice that F02 (i.e. an Nc factor) is factored out 
t Nc Di ~i Nc Ei ~i ~i 
1 1/4 5/6 l 1 -1 /6  1 
2 -13/18 11/18 -2/3EI +O(1/Nc) 2 0 1 
3 0 0 1 4 3 Nc 
4 0 0 1 5 1 l 
5 -5/12 5/12 1 6 -3/2 I 
10 1 3/4 Nc 7 1 I 
I1 -1/2 0 Nc - - - 
12 1/8 0 Nc - - - 
13 -7/8 1/2 1 - - - 
15 3/4 -3/4 1 - - - 
B0 is of order 1 [21].  The effective operators in (1.3) are four-quark operators and the 
leading contributions to them are of order N 2 [ 19]. In particular the leading large Nc 
contribution (i.e. in the absence of gluonic corrections) to the IzaS] = 1 operator comes 
from the one W-exchange diagram, while the box diagram leads the leading contribution 
to the 1,5S1 = 2 operator. In both cases only one effective four-quark operator arises in 
the large Nc limit: 
OAS=I (X) = Q2(X) ~ 4 (SLy#UL) (X) (ULy#dL) (X ) ,  (2.27) 
for IdSI = 1 transitions and 
Oas=z(x) = Qas=z(x) - 4 (-~LyUdL) (X) (-~Ly~,dL) (X) , (2.28) 
for [AS I = 2 transitions. Above we defined qL(X) =-- [(1 - -3/5) /2]  q(x)  and summation 
over colour indices is understood inside each bracket. For Nc ---, c~ both currents 
bosonize independently. So the terms in (2.16) and (2.20) with two flavour traces, 
each of the current type, may receive contributions of order N 2. However, to assign 
the correct 1/Nc counting to single and double flavour traces in the weak effective 
Lagrangian the operators have to be traceless. This can be best seen at the quark level. 
Light four-quark operators are described by SU(3)L  x SU(3)R tensors 
~J'kl ( {liFqk ) ( q jFt  ql ) , (2.29) 
with F ~') the adequate Dirac structure (pseudo-scalar, scalar, axial-vector and vector). 5 
The coupl ing modulat ing the traceless part of i', namely ~/j, kt _ (2 /3 )  ?mj,mt is leading in 
the 1 IN,. counting, i.e. of order N 2. The rest of ? is of order Arc since it has an additional 
flavour trace which is 1/Nc suppressed. Already at order p2 the weak octet Lagrangian, 
if not written in terms of flavour traceless operators, does contain double trace terms 
5 The tensor )" can always be decomposed in a symmetric part pj.kt = ~jLIk and an anti-symmetric part 
?j.k/ = _[ji./~. We assume ? is symmetric. If ? is antisymmetric then ? is flavour traceless and the coupling 
modulating it is order N 2. 
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which are of leading order Nc 2. At order p4, the basis of 27-plet operators in (2.18), 
the one in (2.21) and the one used in Kambor, Missimer, and Wyler in Ref. [11] are 
written in terms of traceless operators o that the 1/Nc counting is correct in those cases. 
Neither the octet basis we use in (2.17) nor the one in Ref. [ 11 ] are written in terms 
of traceless operators o that one has to proceed in two steps to do the correct 1/Nc 
counting. First, writing the octet Lagrangian in terms of flavour traceless operators. The 
second step eventually needed is the reduction to a minimal basis, which involves the 
use of the equations of motion, integration by parts and Cayley-Hamilton relations. 
Again, some of these relations can spoil the correct 1/N~ counting. In this respect he 
counting given in Ref. [ 11 ] for the octet sector is not fully correct, while some of the 
Cayley-Hamilton relations used in Ref. [23,24] for the reduction to a minimal basis 
were not appropriate for a correct large N~ counting. 
A way of deducing the leading in 1/Nc contributions to the weak couplings at order p4 
is the use of the strong factorization assumption 6 where all the weak parameters in (2.16 
are known to all orders in CHPT, in terms of the parameters of the strong effective 
Lagrangian. All the large Arc contributions to the weak parameters are contained in their 
factorizable part. Up to order p4 (and assuming the fudge factor of naive factorization 
kf = 1 ) the weak couplings receive the following large Nc contributions 
G8 = 1 , G27 = 1 , 
4 
El0 = 8L4 q- 2L5, Ell = 8L4 q- 4L5, El2 = -4L4 - ~L5, El3 = -4L4 ,  
D4 =4L5, D7 = 8L4 (2.30) 
and all the others in (2.16) being zero. The strict large Nc limit would also imply L4 = 0. 
The factorization assumption actually corresponds to keeping L4 non-zero in (2.30) and 
leaving G8 and G27 as free parameters. 
At next-to-leading order in 1/Nc (i.e. in the presence of gluonic corrections) all 
the weak parameters eceive corrections both non-factorizable and factorizable of short- 
and long-distance origin. G8 4:G27 at this order. Analogously all the p4 couplings 
in (2.30) and the rest of the counterterms in (2.16) which are zero in the large Nc 
limit do get unknown contributions at next-to-leading order. Their estimate is one of 
the main challenges of low-energy physics. Above we have included the factorizable 
next-to-leading in 1/Nc contributions too - the L4 parts. As shown in Table 1 the octet 
counterterms El0, Ell, El2 and the 27-plet counterterm D4 get leading order contributions 
in 1INc. To arrive at the basis we are using in (2.16) and (2.20) we made use of the 
equations of motion, partial integrations and Cayley-Hamilton relations. The latter have 
been used in such a way that the 1/Nc counting is not broken. The use of the equations 
of motion does not break the counting either. However, some integrations by parts do, 
e.g. one can remove the apparent current-current s ructure of some operators in this 
way. Therefore we have to do the 1/Nc counting of the other counterterms in Table 1 
6 See Ref. 1241 and references therein. 
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before the integrations by parts are done. Afterwards, the counting is translated to the 
basis in (2.16). 7 
We summarize the lINe counting of the weak couplings we are using. The O(p  2) 
couplings G8 and G27 are order 1 while G~ is order 1/Nc (notice that F 4 has been 
factored out). The O(p 4) couplings Elo, Ell, El2, and D4 are order Nc (F~ has been 
factored out in (2.16)).  The couplings El, E3, E4, Es, El3, EIs, D1, D2, Ds, D6, and 
D7 are order 1. The combination of couplings E2 + 2EI/3 is order 1/N~. 
3. Two-po int  funct ions 
In this section we give the two-point functions in (1.1) at order p4 for all the relevant 
ij combinations. 
3.1. Strangeness zero 
Here we give the two-point Green's functions in (1.1) with i = j to order p4. Notice 
that those conserving strangeness with i :g j vanish since mu = md. The poles of 
these two-point functions define the masses of the corresponding mesons and set the 
renormalization factors Zi for the pseudoscalar sources pi needed for the reduction 
procedure. 
-= - [q2 
Zi ] Hii(q 2 ) -m~ + z,'j . ~3.1) 
To order p4 using mu = md = ~ and neglecting electromagnetic corrections, we get 
from the diagrams in Fig. 1 
8 z 8 2 
Z~o = Z~r+ =2B2F 2 1 + "~2n2 ( m K + m~) (4L6 - L4) + ~22m~r(aL8 - Ls) 
- 2/ .~ - 2#x-  ~#n8 , 
8 2 8 2 Zxo = Zx, =2B~F 2 1 + -~n (2mx + m 2) (4L6-  L4) + -~mx(4L8-  Ls) 
21x~r - 31x  - -~ txn~ , 
Z,7, _- 2BoF ~2 2[1 + ~8 (2m~¢ + m~)(4L6-  L4)+ ~2m~s(4L8-Ls)  
7 In the strict Nc --+ oo limit the singlet r/l degree of freedom needs to be included. This one should 
afterwards be integrated out, leading to counterintuitive Nc-counting as is the case for L7 in the strong 
sector [211. Since the numerical value of L 7 is such that his counting seems inappropriate forour real world 
we neglect this issue. It should however be included in modeling approaches since there can be sizeable 
contributions from it as e.g. seen in BK 18]. 
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- 21.~,~ - g txx  - 2~n~ • (3.2) 
and 
z ;o  = z '+  = z~o = zk+ = z,;. = 8B~(2c+ - H2) ,  (3.3) 
[ =mr+ = 2roB0 1 + - - (2m~ + m2)(2L6 - L4) 
1] 
+ m~(2L8 - Ls) +/.L~. - 5/x,78 , 
=m2+ = (m +ms)Bo [1 + ~--~2 ( m~ + m2)(2L6-  L4) m~o 
+ - -m~(ZL8 - Ls) + g~+ , 
2 2 [ 8 (2m~ + m 2) (2L6 - L4) m,7+ = -~ (-~ + 2ms ) Bo 1 + 
4] 
+ ~8zm2 (2L8 - Ls) + 2/zr - ~/zn8 
F~ 
[ 2 1  1 128 +2roB0- /z~+~/xx+~/zn8  +B~(ms-m)2-~o(3LT+L8) .  (3.4) 
For completeness and later use we also quote the decay constants f~, f r ,  and fns, to 
the same order: 
[ 4 f~o = ]2+ = F 2 1+ - -  (2mZx + m~) L4 + -~o m'rL5 - - ' 
f~= f2x~=Fg 1+ (2mZ +m~)L4+TmrL5-5tx~- -3 txr -~ l ,Z ,78  , 
"o 
f28=Fg[ l+_~o(2m2+m2)L4+ 8-~m28L5--6tI, K] (3.5) 
We use the notation [21] 
m~ (m2"~ (3.6) 
/zi = 32~.2-------~o 2 In \v2 j  
3.2. Strangeness one 
In this section we give the renormalized two-point Green's functions in (1.1) up to 
order p4. We define them as 
IYIij( q 2) =~- IIij( q 2) ICount + 17ij( q 2) ILogs (3.7) 
× 
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Fig. 1. The diagrams contributing to the AS = 0 two-point functions. A line is a pseudoscalar meson propagator. 
a dot a strong vertex with only meson legs and a cross a vertex from the strong Lagrangian with one or more 
insertions of the external pseudoscalar currents. 
Only the analytic contributions from the counterterm Lagrangian//ij(q 2) ICount are writ- 
ten here, while we give the non-analytic ontributions from the one loop integration 
Hii(q 2) [Logs in Appendix A. The contributing diagrams are shown in Fig. 2 With the 
pseudo-scalar sources  Pi(x) = PK°(x) and PJ(x) = P~8(x) the two-point Green's 
function is given by 
Hx%8 ( q2) [Count = 
x/ZxoZ,,  c 
(q2 _ m~:o) (q2 _ m,~) v#6 
¢2 + ¢2 f~8 G ~ 
x 2 F~ (G27 - G8 + ~'~ '-'8-' - m~8 Fo 2 8 fro f n~ q2 J ,Ts Jtc cz_' x 2 
+ F~--~ {2q 4 (G8E3-G27D2) 
+q2m2 [Gs(4El +4E2 + l~63 E3 + 8E4 +6E5 
-2El0 - 4Ell -- 8E12) 
G273 (4DI -7Da-D6-6D7)-8GPs(4L6+~L8)]  
627 (4D, _ O4_ O6.4_307) _8at8 (2L6- ~gs)] 
+5-- 
8 4 [as(E l+E2) -  G27 DI - NG~8 (L6 + 2L8) ] 
-3- 
J-2 2 2 Ia8(E1 E2) G27D-~-SGt8 (Z6-  4L8)] ~mKm ~ -- -- 5---f- l 
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x i x x ® ® x ® 
X 
. © 
I ~ ~ )~ X 
)< 
Fig. 2. The diagrams contributing to the IASI = 1 and IASI = 2 two-point functions up to one loop. In addition 
to the symbols of Fig. 1, the full square is a weak vertex with only meson legs and the circled cross is a 
weak vertex with one or more insertions of the external pseudoscalar currents. 
+ I 4 [GsE2+2G~_D,_SG~8(L6_~L8)]} ] ~m# (3.8) 
Notice that the renormalized meson masses m#, m~¢, rn,Tg are used everywhere. For the 
case of pseudo-scalar sources pi(x) = PX°(x) and PJ(x) = P'°(x) the result is 
Hxo~ (q2)  ICount = 
C 
(q2 _ rn~)(qZ _ m~o) v~ 
x 2 F4 G27 G8 + Fo 2 " 0 fx  ° f~ q2 f~+f~G~ 2 #~, _ _ _  _ m#-~-  o 8 
+ ~o2 { 2q4 (G8E3-G27D2) 
/G8 (4E1 + 4E2 - 2E5 - 2Elo) +q2m2 x 
G27 
(4D i  --  3D4 - D6 - 6D7)  - 8G~ (4L6  + Ls ) ]  
3 / 
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[G8 (2E2 + 2E5 - Ell ) +q2m2 
--I-a~ 7-- (401 -I- 304 - 06 -Jr- 307) - 8G~ (2L6 -t- t8) 1 
-2mxm~ G8 (El + E2) - 01 - 8G~L6 
4 [G8E2q - G27~ 8Gt8(L6+Ls)I} ] (3.9) -m~. 2--5-  u l  - 
Finally, for pi(x) = P x~ and PJ(x) = P~ we obtain 
Zg2-7+ Z,~, C 
Hx+~+(q 2) ]Cou.t = (q2_m2+)(q2_m2+) 
[ ( 22 _ 2 rr,,-,, 
F4 G8 + 3 ~ 8] + m:~-~tlI × 2 fx, f~-, q2 2 G27 fD + f~ G' "~ f2 
"0 
+~--7{-2q4(G8E3-1-2-G~D2) 
-q2m2 K IG8 (4El + 4E2 - 2E5 - 2Elo) 
G27 ] 
+--~-- (-4D1 - 2D4 + D6 - 4D7) - 8G~ (4L6 + L8) 
IG8 (2E2 + 2E5 - Eli ) ~ q2 m~ 
+_.G_~ (4D1-  2D4-  D6-  2D7) -  8G~ (2L6 + L8)] 
+2mxm,~ G8 (El + E2) - ~-  
4 Ia8E2-~-- G27~ 8Gts(g6-~-g8)] } 1 (3.10) + m~, 2- -~-u1-  .
3.3. Strangeness two 
The two-point Green's function for the AS = 2 transition was already calculated in 
Ref. [8]. We include it here for sake of completeness. With the notation used in the 
present work we need the AS = 2 part of the two-point Green's function in ( 1.1 ) with 
pi(x) = P~ and PJ(x) = P~. This gives 
Ko~tq )lCount = (q22m~o)2 Cas=2G27 f2 ° q2 _4q4D2 
+2q 2 (2D4m 2 + D7 (2m 2 + m2rr)) -4D1 (m 2 - m2rr)2}] . 
(3.11) 
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The non-analytic contributions are in Appendix A. There is another contribution (AS = 
± 1 )2 to this two-point function which comes from expanding the exponential in (1.1) 
up to second order. They are the so-called long-distance ontributions to K °-~-° mixing. 
4.  K --~ ~-¢r ampl i tudes  
We have the following decomposition into definite isospin quantum numbers invariant 
amplitudes [ A - - iT ] ,  
V~ 2A A [Ks --* ¢r°Tr °] =- Ao-  ~ 2, 
d ' A [Ks --'* "rr+'rr - ] ~ Ao + ~A2,  
a [K + ---* ~r+vr °] ---- -~- A2. (4.1) 
Where Ks ~ K°l + e K °, 0 - gl(2) - (K ° -  (+)K-°)/x/2, and CP KI(: )0  = +(-)K°¢2). Since 
CP violation is small we set e --- 0 and therefore Im G8 = 0, Im G27 = 0, and Im G~ = 0. 
We have also included the final state interaction phases into the amplitudes Ao and Ae. 
For the isospin 1/2 amplitude we have 
Ao - - iao e i6° , (4.2) 
and for the isospin 3/2 amplitude we have 
A2 =-- - ia2 e i62 . (4.3) 
To order p2 we get 
[ ' J  ao-ao  a+ao 27=C G8+~G27 v~Fo( rn~-m~) ,  
lO¢5 
a2=CG27 ~ Fo(m~-rn~) ,  (4.4) 
and 
~0 = ~2 = 0. (4.5) 
The order p4 counterterms contributions to A 8, A20 7, and A2 (see Appendix B for the 
non-analytic contributions) are 
ImASlcount.=-CGsV'-6 F°4 (m~-m~)  
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q-m 2 (E lo -  2E13 + E15)]I 
-CGt88x/-6 Y2° (m~-m~)  




Im A 27 [¢o..t = -C  G27 ~ (m 2 -- m~) 
×[1+~2o21 [2m~ ( -6D,  - 2Dz + 2D4 + 6D6 + D7) 
+m2x (D4-Ds-9D6 + 4D7)] 1 
(4.7) 
lOv~ F 4 (m2_m2)  
Im A2lcount. = -C  G27 T fKf2~ 
x [1+-~021 [2m~(-2D2+2D4+DT)+mZK(D4-D5+4D7) ] ]  
(4.8) 
The diagrams are depicted in Fig. 3. In addition there are the corrections on the external 
legs and on the internal propagators of the tree level diagrams. 
5. K ~ ~rlr f rom K ---r ~r, ~/s ampl i tudes  
We discuss here the information one can extract from the K ---, 7r, r/8 two-point 
functions and make some remarks about the parameters needed for K ~ 7"rTr we cannot 
obtain. As discussed in Section 6, the weak mass term contribution to K --~ 7rcr decays 
can be absorbed in a redefinition of the other coefficients [ 11 ], while this is not true 
in the case of the two-point functions. In typical approaches used in lattice QCD or 
effective models like the one proposed in Ref. [16], the weak mass term should be 
treated as an extra parameter in the determination f K ~ zr~" amplitudes at order p4. 
A few other emarks are needed here. The contribution from the 27L and 8L cannot be 
easily disentangled in general, since for ms -~ md = mu the two components are mixed 
by higher order effects in ms-~.  The ,41 = 1/2 and d I= 3//2 contributions are however 
separate. The two-point function Hr%8 (q2) and the combination (1//v/2) Hxo~ (q2) _ 
HK,~-, (q2) are pure d l  = 1/2, while v~Hxo~(q 2) + Hx~+(q 2) is pure AI = 3/2. 
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Fig. 3. The diagrams contributing to on-shell K --~ Ir~r amplitude up to one loop. Symbols as in Figs. 1 and 2. 
In addition, renormalization of external legs and internal propagators f the tree level diagrams have to be 
added. 
The K ~ ~ and K ~ r/8 two-point functions defined here are not measurable in 
experiments, o obtaining the counterterms from them implies that one has to calculate 
the relevant two-point functions either using lattice QCD [25,26] or using other hadronic 
approaches [ 8,9 ]. 
Recent work on d I= 3/2 transitions in quenched CHPT [27] gives numerically 
consistent results with quenched results on Br. The main uncertainty are the unknown 
quenched counterterms: G27 and Di's. The value of several of them can be similarly 
extracted from two-point functions but this has not been done so far [28]. In the near 
future it might be possible to calculate the two-point functions we propose in (1.1) 
both in the quenched and unquenched case and the K ~ 7rrr amplitude only quenched. 
The comparison of all the constants that can be calculated using the simpler two-point 
correlator would then be a useful tool to estimate quenching errors on the remainder. 
We now discuss the expressions of Section 3 to check which constants are obtainable. 
The order p4 counterterms El3, EIS, and D5 cannot be obtained from the Hij(q 2) since 
they do not contribute to them. They do however contribute to K ---, zrTr. Their value in 
the large Nc limit and with the factorization assumption is known, see Section 2.2. 
In the chiral limit we can get G8, G27, E3, and D2. Away from the chiral limit, we 
can get G~ from the terms quadratic in the meson masses. From the terms quartic in the 
meson masses we can get El, Ez, and D~. The terms proportional to q2m~,r2 allow us to 
obtain the combination 2E10 + E11, D4, D6, and D 7. The latter also determine two more 
combinations of couplings, though not needed for K ---* zrzr: E4 + El2 and E5 + Elo. 
Elo is needed for K ~ zr~- but cannot be separately disentangled from the two-point 
functions Ilij ( q2). 
We have determined three order p2 couplings and eleven order p4 ones. We have in 
addition four relations which are independent of the value of the couplings to test chiral 
symmetry at order p4. This is the main result of this manuscript. We are left with four 
unknowns Elo, El3, El5, and D5 in order to extrapolate to K ---, 7r~-. 
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What can be said about the missing coefficients? Three kind of arguments can be 
used: 
( i) Order of magnitude: We know the leading in 1/Nc contributions to all of them, 
Eq. (2.30). In particular, El3, El5, and D5 only receive non-factorizable contri- 
butions. From the discussion above, we have seen that we can determine leven 
next-to-leading in 1/Nc contributions to the couplings, this should give us some 
information on the ones we cannot get. 
For instance, assuming that all the 1/Nc contributions are of the same order, 
since 2E10 + Ell  is obtained from terms of the type 2 2 q m,~,K and we know its 
factorizable contribution 
(2El0 + Ejl  )Factorizable = 8L5 + 24L4, (5.1) 
we can use (conservative choice) the next-to-leading result we have for 2El0 +E l l  
as a good estimate for E13, El5 and the non-factorizable part of El0. Analogously 
for D5 we can use the result 
(O4)Factorizable = 4L5, (D7)Factorizable = 8L4, (5.2) 
(i i) 
for predicting the non-factorizable part of Ds. 
Resonance saturation: Another possibility is using estimates of higher order pa- 
rameters coming from resonance xchange saturation, as done in Ref. [24]. It 
is well known and experimentally proven that vector and/or  axial-vector domi- 
nance is not at work in the weak sector (which is instead the case in the strong 
one). Within the tensor formulation of vector (axial-vector) resonances used in 
Ref. [24] all the counterterms in (2.16) only receive contributions from scalar 
and/or  pseudo-scalar resonances. In Table 2 we summarize the resonance contri- 
butions to the counterterms contained in (2.16). The notation is the one used in 
Ref. [24]. For the 27-plet he derivation is done in Appendix C. All of the unknown 
terms El0, El3, El5 and D5 only receive scalar and/or  pseudo-scalar contributions. 
This is consistent with the consequences of the factorization assumption as shown 
in (2.30), where the weak counterterms are all expressed in terms of the strong 
counterterms Z4 and Ls, which are in turn saturated by scalar exchange [24,29]. 
A simplified resonance model is e.g. the one where pseudo-scalar resonances ex- 
change is neglected. 8 Their contribution is small in the strong sector [29]. With 
this reduction several relations are valid. E3 = 0, E4 = 0, D2 = 0 and D5 = 0 are a 
test of scalar dominance, while 
r Cd (2E~ - 2E~ + 3E~) = 0 2E~'° + Ell -- c,,---~ (5.3) 
8 One can, of course, use other resonance models to make the analysis. We mention that in the vector 
formulation with vector fields used in Ref. [30], not antisymmetric tensor fields as in Ref. [241, El5 also 
receives contribution from vector esonance exchange. We do not address here the question of the equivalence 
of different resonance models in the weak sector. 
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Table 2 
The contributions to the octet Ei and 27-plet Di counterterms in (2.16) from scalar octet (S), scalar singlet 
(Si) and pseudo-scalar octet (P) resonance. The pseudo-scalar singlet (PI)  only contributes to E4 with a 
term dm~,~. A factor 1/M~ is pulled out. Vector and axial-vector esonances exchange do not contribute [24] 
S Sl P 
El 2cmgls - _ 
2 1 - - E2 Cm (g2 s -- ggs )  cmgl  - 
E3 - - 2dmg~ 
(~+~) E4 - - dm ~-  3 
Ell, Cd(gl  _}_ 52) ..}_ Cmo4 em~2s _ 3 e'S 
El I Cd~s _ 32 Cm gs4 ~m~2 _ 
\ /  
//2g/ g2 "~ { 6 g4 "~ ?m -2 
Tgs  
e,  ~ -c .~  3 -drags 
DI cmff¢ls - 
02  - -d ,n~ 1 
D 4 Cm~ 2 - 
D5 - -d,.~2p 
D 6 Cdg, 1 q- Cm~3s - _ 
-_1 
D7 crag s - 
(iii) 
tests the absence of singlet scalar resonance contributions. The couplings ca and 
c., are scalar couplings from the strong sector [24,29]. Additional relations are 
(Cm/Ca) E~5 + E~ - E~ = 0, valid in the absence of pseudo-scalar esonance 
contributions, and 
El3 = ~ Ell - -  (E~ - E;) + - -  (3N~ + 3N~ + 6N; , (5.4) 
Cm Cd 
valid in the absence of the singlet scalar resonance. The combination of Ni corre- 
sponds to K2 which receives no vector/axial-vector contributions and is a combi- 
nation of the p4 constants that can be determined from K ~ 37r decays [24,31 ]. 
Hence, introducing additional information about K --* 3~r decays we can use 
resonance arguments to determine E13. One main observation is that the direct 
determination of most of the couplings from the analysis of the two-point func- 
tions offers already a powerful test of the validity of different resonance saturation 
assumptions. 
Factorization: We can of course also adopt the strong factorization assumption as 
often used to get at the undetermined parameters. Again this procedure can be 
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well tested by the fourteen parameters we can actually determine and comparing 
them with the predictions of Eq. (2.30) with G8 and G27 as free parameters. 
6. The weak mass term contributions 
In the literature there are conflicting opinions about whether the weak mass term 
contributes to K ~ ~r and K --~ vacuum matrix elements. In [ 15] the claim is that they 
do not and in Refs. [4,6,7] they do. The underlying reason for the difference is that 
the meson fields used in those two references differ by a field redefinition. For on-shell 
matrix elements this makes no difference and as a consequence both analyses agree for 
the K ~ 7"rT"r amplitudes. Since neither the K ---, zr transition nor the K ---, vacuum 
transition can be allowed on-shell, if the masses are such that K ---, ~-Tr is possible 
on-shell, we first have to correctly define what we mean by off-shell matrix elements. 
Green's functions defined by quark currents, as introduced in CHPT by Gasser and 
Leutwyler [21 ], are well defined for all values of momenta nd thus provide a proper 
definition of off-shell quantities. We have shown here that for the pseudo-scalar currents 
as sources the two-point function that defines properly an off-shell K ~ 7r transition 
does depend on the weak mass term, i.e. the coefficient G~. 
Of course, we also find that for the on-shell transition K ~ zrTr, the weak mass term 
does not depend on G~ to order p2 as shown before in Refs. [4,14,15]; but it does have 
contributions at higher order, see the discussion below. 
The discussion of Refs. [ 11,20] indicates at which level the weak mass term can 
contribute to K ~ 7r~ amplitudes. The basic argument can be phrased in terms of the 
strong equations of motion for the u field in (2.2). Terms that can be removed using 
the equations of motion can be described by changes in the other coefficients of the 
Lagrangian. The argument of Sonoda and Georgi is that the weak mass term can be 
written as a total derivative assuming ms 4= ma (see also Ref. [20] ) and as such does 
not contribute to physical amplitudes. This argument fails in the presence of external 
fields. It crucially requires + ip = .A//, otherwise other non-derivative t rms involving 
s + ip - A4 remain after the use of the equations of motion. That is why the argument 
fails for the non-tadpole diagrams like the two-point functions considered here. These 
extra non-derivative t rms give the G~ contributions to our  Hij (q2) two-point functions. 
To see what happens in the case we add external vector and axial vector fields, let us 
show the argument of Sonoda and Georgi in more detail extended to include vector and 
axial-vector external fields. The basic underlying argument is that the effects of terms 
that vanish using the lowest order equation of motion can be described by changes in 
the other parameters of the effective Lagrangian. As we will show below this implies 
that the effects of the weak mass term can be absorbed in shifts of the other parameters 
for all processes involving on-shell pseudo-scalars and photons. As a consequence the 
contributions from the G~ term vanish at order p2 for these type of diagrams and can be 
absorbed in shifts of the other parameters athigher order, i.e. the Ei and Di of Ref. [ 11 ] 
at order p4. As stressed earlier, this does not mean that the contributions from the weak 
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Fig. 4. The Feynman diagrams for Ks --~ *r°yy at order p4. Notation as in previous figures. The strong 
vertices can now also be the Wess-Zumino term. 
mass term are zero in this case, only that they can be described by shifts of the other 
parameters. 
The equation of motion from the lowest order Lagrangian in (2.2) is 
2D~,(Ut D~'U) - Ut X + x tU  - ~tr ( -Utx  + xtU)  = 0. (6.1) 
When the external scalar and pseudoscalar fields are zero this becomes for i 4= j 
2Dtz(Ut DUU)ij - 2BoUtijmj + 2BoUijmi = O, 
- 2Du (UD ~* U t ) ij - 2BoU*ijmi + 2BoUijmj = 0. (6.2) 
The second equation can be derived by first multiplying Eq. (6.1) on the left by U and 
on the right by U t and using the unitarity of U extensively. The weak mass term for 
AS = 1 transitions is proportional to 
(x tU  + U* X)23 = 2Bo (mdU23 + msU~3 ) 
2 2 
- ms + m d . - msrnd  . 
= 2d'2'"s - "d~"2 (D~ (UtD~U))23 + 4m2 s _ m-----~d(I-)~(UDUU ~ ) )23. 
(6.3) 
For external vector and axial-vector fields zero or equal to the photon field the last line 
is a total derivative and thus does not contribute to the action. This proves the comments 
made above. 
Processes with on-shell pions and kaons and photons could in principle depend on 
G~ already at their lowest non-zero order. We have verified that G~ does contribute 
to KL ~ yy, and hence to KL ~ /x+/x - ,  at lowest non-zero order (i.e. at order p6) 
similarly to the part from G8.9 For Ks ~ zr°yy there is already a contribution at order 
p4. The relevant diagrams are depicted in Fig. 4. The contributions from the weak mass 
term are non-zero but local, the non-local parts containing 1/(q~y - m2M) cancel, and 
thus as proved in general above can be absorbed in shifts of the El. 
These results are important since this contribution has never been included in the long 
distance stimates of the processes above. Notice also that the value of G~ is unknown. 
In addition, physical amplitudes like K ~ 7rzr that do not depend on G~ at lowest 
order can depend on it at next-to-leading order in CHPT. In this case the G~ contribution 
can be reabsorbed in shifts of order p4 and higher couplings. Nevertheless notice that 
in analytical predictions, the value of G~ should be known to do this shift. 
9 See Ref. 1321 for the standard iscussion and the warning about SU(3) breaking parameters. 
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7. Conclusions 
We have extended the p2 analysis of Ref. [4] with the non-analytic ontributions of 
Ref. [5] in two ways: first, we have included all the relevant p4 couplings and the full 
one loop contributions to the two-point functions K ~ ~r, 78 and the K ~ 7rqr amplitude 
and second, we have changed from the vague notion of an off-shell meson field to the 
well-defined notion of Green's functions of external fields in the presence of the weak 
non-leptonic interaction. 
We have confirmed the results of Ref. [4] that the three relevant couplings at order 
p2 can be fully determined and discussed the necessity of including the weak mass term 
in this analysis. 
We concluded that the weak mass term can contribute in some physical amplitudes 
even at their lowest non-zero rder and have given several examples where this happens. 
In general this can happen in the case of on-shell Green's functions which receive 
contributions from off-shell flavour changing two-point functions. As an example, the 
weak mass term gives lowest non-zero order unknown long-distance contributions to 
processes like KL --* yy,  Ks --~ q'r°yy and KL --~/~+/z-. 
To order p4 in the chiral expansion we find six more parameters in the 27-plet sector 
that could in principle contribute to K ---, 7r, r/8, ~'~'. Of these, we can directly determine 
five from the two-point functions, leaving one, D7 as a free parameter. This parameter 
vanishes in the large Nc limit and is proportional to L4 in the factorization model. If the 
predictions of this model turn out to be satisfied by the other five parameters we can 
take the factorization prediction for D7 and obtain a value for K ---* ~'Tr. 
In the octet sector, there are ten more operators of which we can also directly deter- 
mine six combinations. We can use them to test the predictions of various models like 
factorization, the weak deformation model [24], resonance models, etc. The weaker as- 
sumptions of resonance saturation by vector, axial-vector and scalar resonance xchange 
allows to determine one more combination of counterterms from the two-point functions 
and one more parameter (Et3) can be fixed if one of the slope parameters of K --~ 37r, 
namely K2 of Ref. [ 13], is known. To obtain the full set of counterterms atorder p4 we 
need to use factorization or another more restrictive model. Factorization and alternative 
models can be strongly constrained by the value of the parameter combinations that can 
be directly extracted from K --~ ~, r/8 two-point functions. 
As a calculational tool, we have provided the complete one-loop formulas for the two- 
point functions of the octet symmetry case and for the on-shell K ---, i r~ amplitudes with 
quark masses ms --g ma = mu all different from zero. In Refs. [ 13,24] the combinations 
suppressed by 2 z m~./m K were neglected. This might be a good approximation for the real 
quark mass values [at the level of 10% though], but will not necessarily be true on the 
lattice. 
Since our two-point functions are much easier to determine on the lattice they also 
provide a better laboratory to study unquenching effects in the non-leptonic weak sector 
than the full K ~ ~7"r amplitudes. 
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Appendix A. Order p4 loop contributions to l l i j (q  2) 
Using 
m 2 m e {m2"~ 
p(m 2) - 16~r2F  m2 _ -------- ~ In \m 2 j 
we get 
Hx%, (q2) ILogs = 
//KOrO (q2) {Logs ---- 
(A.1) 
c F~ 
(q2 _ m~)(q2 _ m 2)  v'~ frof,~ 
(~  28 1p(m2)+lp(m2))  
-m 2 /zn8 + -~-/zK +/~r + Z 
(, } 2 ___0[b~17 s _~_ _.~IZK -- [J~r -~- P(m~) + 1p(m28)~ - mr  9 J 
G27{ ( 1 2 1 1 2 '  +-5- -¢  20ix,, +78~K+ 10Ur+ ~P(mr) + ye(mn.)) 
1 2 +m~(l---~lX,18--41zr--3tx~--6P(m~)+-~P(m~n)) 
I} mr (-txn8 + tzr - P(m2~) + P(m~) +-5- 
' 1-~,(m2)) -G8{q2(81z8+6tzx-8tzr-3p(m~)+ 
+m2(  5 20 5 _ lp(m2)_  l^p(m28)) 
( 1 2 )} ]  1 22 1 P(m~) -~P(m,18 ) (A.2) + m~r . . . .  
v/ZroZ~o C F 4 
(q2 _ m~)(q2 _ m~) Vr2 frof~ 
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x4f~_ [_q2 [ m~c 7 9 ]  
f~¢o [ 16~-Fo 2 + 10/ZK + ~/.~. + ~/zm 
+ 2m~tzr 1 2 3 2 - ~m~r/z~r - ~m~/xns ] • (A.5) 
Appendix B. Order p4 loop contributions to K ---+ ~r~ amplitudes 
In addition to the definitions used above we need now, 
1 [_l+ln(m22"~ 1 [m~'~ ( m21 m2"~ 
B(m~,m~,p 2) - 167r2Fo2 \ v2 j + ~ln 1 + - ~m~]  p2 pZj 
( [ p2-mz-m~+Al/2(pz'm~'m~) ] + 1All2 1, m~ m___22~1 n 
2 p2' pZJ -~ m~ m~ A1/2 (p2,m2, m2) ' 
for p2 > (ml + m2) 2 and p2 <~ (ml - m2) 2 while 
l [_l+ln{mZX~+lln{m2~ ( l+m~ m___22 "~ B(m~'m2'p2) - 1 6¢rZFo 2 \ pz j \ m2 ] p2 p2 j 
I ~_A ( m21 mZ'~ arctan [ (Pz-- mZ - m~)~/-A(p2,m~,m~) ] ] 
-~  l, ~-2, p2 ] (p2_m21_m2)2_2m2m2 JJ 
for (ml - m2) 2 < p2 ~< (ml + m2) 2 and -7r/2 < arctan (x) < 7r/2 
A(x,y,z) = (x + y -  z) 2 -  4xy. (B.1) 
The non-analytic parts of Ao 8, A~ 7, and A2 are 
ImA8ILogs=--CGsV/-6~F4 [m2 (2/zr - /~- - /x , , )  
+(m~ -- m~) ~ m2 5 1 } 
l, 2m 2 (/x~. -/zn8 ) - ~#~. - ~/z,78 - 3/xx 
( ( - +(m 2-m~)  1 2 2 m 2) 1B(m28 mn8 ~m~r B(m 2,m~r, ~ ' 
lm4[ 1 
m,~, 3 mn. . +-~-~ B(m2x, 2 m~)+!B(rn~, 2 m~) 
2 m 2) + B(mr, m e, m~r) , (B.2) -m2x [B(m~,m~r, 
ImA 27 [Logs =-C  G27 v/-~ F4 [m~ (2/~r -/z~ -/z, ,  ) 
9 ftcf2~r 
+(m2 _ mZr) ~" m~ 5/zr) 5 11 } 
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( 1 2 2 m2)+B(m2,  2,m2)]  +(m 2 - m~) ~m~ [B(m~,m,~, mn, 
1 m 4 [B(m2, m~,m2) _ riB.m2 2 2.] +4~ L ~ t K,mns,m=)J 
_m 2 2 2 2  B(m222 )1  m~,m~)] (B.3) [B ( m~, m,~, m K) + 
Im A2 [Logs = -C  627 -- f~---f2 
+(m~-m~)  fm~ - 41zK) 10/z~. 5#x} [ 4m~ (5/z~ -/z,7~ - - tz,Ts - 
+(m~ m2)(  2 2 2 2 - - m~B(m~,  m~, ,  mK) 
10 [ 2 2 °2,] 
+ -~ -~-~ 5 B ( mZx, mrr, m~78 , 
[8(m,. m,~, m~) - 28(m~, m,. +~m~. 2 2 2 2 m2)] , (B.4) 
m K - mrr (m 2 - 2m2K) ~/1 Re A08 = -C  G8 v/-6 F°2 2 2 4m~ 
f x f2 -6-4~r m2x ' 
(B.5) 
mx--rn~r (m2 _ 2m2) ~/1 m 2 ReA 27=-CG27~ F~ 2 z 4m 2 
10v~ Fo 2 2 * ~/ mK--mTr (m 2 -2m 2) 1 4m~ (B.7) 
Re A2 = -C  G27 ~-  fx f2  ~ -64~" ~ m~ ' 
( Re a, ~ 
3, = - arctan \ ImAi J  for i=0 ,2 .  (B.8) 
Appendix C. The 27-plet weak lagrangian from resonance exchange saturation 
We derive the weak effective Lagrangian at order p4 in the 27-plet sector for AS = + I 
transitions by assuming resonance xchange saturation of the couplings. We restrict he 
derivation to those terms listed in (2.18). The derivation of the octet sector can be found 
in Ref. [24]. We refer the reader to Refs. [24,29] for details on the method. The weak 
27-plet Lagrangian in (2.16) can only receive contributions from scalar (octet S and 
singlet $1 ) and pseudo-scalar octet P resonances. The relevant weak couplings of the 
light meson fields to resonances can be written as follows: 
3 2 
-i S -i P 7 = + + + h.c., 
i=1 i=1 
(C.l) 
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where 
i j t r (  A i j{  S, ulz } ) tr(dk/u~Z) zs_  ,ij tr( AijS) tr( Aklx+ ) K s = tkt ~1 -- ~kl ' ' 
KS_  ,ij tr( AijS) tr( Aktu~u~,) 3 -- "kl 
K P . ij =ttkt tr(AoP) t r (AuX- ) ,  K e • ij = ttkl tr(dij[uu, P] ) tr(Aktu ~) , 
K s~ =$1 tr(Aijuu) tr(AktuU) • (C.2) 
Inserting the lowest order solution of the equations of motion for the resonance fields 
in (C.2), the 27-plet weak effective Lagrangian at order p4 and order GF is given by 
__  R R ~27=~"~M2f.(4) 1 tr(J~ Jw), (C.3) 
R=S,P, SI 
where Jff, J~ are the strong and weak currents respectively, coupled to the resonance R 
at lowest chiral order p2. The weak currents are defined from (C.1) as follows 
C~ 7 = tr(SJ s) + tr(PJw P) + S~J s' , (C.4) 
while the strong currents are given by [29] 
j s  =Cd u~u ~ + Cm X+ jSl  -- C'd tr(u~u ~) + ?m tr(x+) 
J~ = idm X-.  (C.5) 
The contributions to the low energy 27-plet weak effective Lagrangian (C.3) are sum- 
marized in Table 2. 
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